THE TRINITY ACADEMY OF LANGUAGES

LANGUAGE SUMMER CAMP

FRENCH
Students Going into JC Exam French
Get ahead of the posse with a Language Summer Camp
Choose between 1, 2 or 4 weeks
Spruce up your Speaking!






Improve oral expression with the use of everyday language expressions
Learn how to talk about yourself/family, hobbies, interests, wishes
Learn how to express opinions on current topics and issues
Banish the fear of the future or the perils of the past tense
Get ready for your LC oral examination
Grasp the Grammar!










Make the passé compose a push over
Find the hidden fun in the future tense
Conquer the conditional
Eradicate the irregulars
Re-vive your Vocab!
Build up your vocab bank
Learn expressions to improve your “production écrite”
Improve listening comprehension with fun videos
Take some challenging reading comprehensions –with tasks and puzzles
www.trinityacademyoflanguages.com

Languages for life!

CONTENT
The lessons will focus on speaking in an everyday environment.
Oral tuition: Students will follow interactive videos around the lives of French
teenagers acquiring the facility to converse about general topics. The focus will then
extend to the students themselves to develop their skills talking about themselves,
school, their future, their hobbies. Ideal preparation for JC orals.
Reading Comprehension: Listening comprehension and grammar exercises will
cover the more difficult grammar elements of the JC course.
Topical Discussion: General vocabulary on themes affecting younger students, and
social media etc. will help the students develop vocabulary relating to typical exam
comprehension and written questions.
Games: Role play and creative games will enable students develop confidence in
structuring phrases in French
Culture: Students will delve into the aspects of French culture which will help them
in document creation. It will also hopefully inspire them and broaden their cultural
horizons. French movies, food, music will be
explored.
Teacher: Siobhan Kelly, Owner and Manager of
the Academy. Siobhan is an honours Masters
graduate from Trinity College in French. She also
won the French Government Scholarship
awarded to the top, final year TCD French,
student to prepare a post graduate degree in the Sorbonne, Paris IV, as well as being
accepted as a “Lectrice Libre” at the prestigious École Normale Supérieure in
Fontenay. She has lived and worked in France for over 8 years and has been
teaching French to LC students privately and now
more recently with the Academy in Dun Laoghaire.
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